
From: Janine Daradich
To: Jamie Hanson
Cc: Bobbie Selinger
Subject: Private Exec
Date: Wednesday, June 22, 2022 1:41:24 PM
Attachments:

Hi Jamie,

J
 

From: Jamie Hanson <JHANSON@regina.ca> 
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2022 10:39 AM
To: Shauna Bzdel <SBZDEL@regina.ca>; Laurie Shalley <LSHALLEY@regina.ca>
Cc: Janine Daradich <JRDARADI@regina.ca>; Bobbie Selinger <BSELINGE@regina.ca>; Eric de Waal
<EDEWAAL@regina.ca>; Neil Struthers <NSTRUTHE@regina.ca>; Hayley Gislason
<HGISLASO@regina.ca>; Sherry Marchiori <SMARCHIO@regina.ca>
Subject:  Private Exec
 
Hi Laurie and Shauna,

Thanks,
Jamie
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1. Sportplex vs. Yards site  

Could the yards site be explored for the IAF?  

 Yes, Administration and the consultants for the IAF did focus their attention to the current 

site of the Sportplex, however in light of new information Administration believes its 

important to review the site addressed in the Arena presentation as well. We will share 

our feasibility study with Council in July and then will be asking for some time to do a 

review of the newly proposed location  

2. Site Considerations 

Why was the Sportplex site considered initially? 

• A replacement of the LAC is required based on the assessment, so the team explored 
what that would look like on the current site both from a renovation perspective and 
doing a full rebuild 

• The existing Sportplex site also presents efficiencies and synergies in staffing, 
programming and amenities by adjoining with Fieldhouse; and 

• presents a central location with adjacencies to the City Centre core, the sport corridor 
and the REAL District and Is located in the North Central Community 
 

3. Fieldhouse and Lawson Life Expectancy 

• The Fieldhouse is anticipated to have upwards of 25 years of useful life remaining, and if 
the Sportplex site is where the IAF gets developed, it is recommended that the 
Fieldhouse be adjoined to the IAF and leveraged for staff and program efficiencies. 

• Lawson was built in 1974 and would require an investment of $20M to keep it 
operational for another 10-15 years. However, it should be noted that this will not bring 
it in alignment with accessibility and inclusion or aquatic best practices. 
 Some major items to extend the life in a meaningful way are: 

o Main Floor Pool Deck and Changeroom Floor 
o Pool basin replacement, filtration/piping/equipment 
o Roofing, roof decking and acoustic panels 
o HVAC and controls 
o Fire Sprinklers, emergency Power, fire alarm 
o Doors and hardware 
o Electrical panels and feeds  

 

 

 

 



4. Facility Options Sizes/Areas 

5. Annual Visits to Indoor Pools 
 
Current 
• Lawson – 170,150 swim visits in 2019 
• SSLC – 183,493 swim visits in 2019 (busiest indoor pool) 
• NWLC – 94,859 swim visits in 2019 
 
Proposed 
• IAF 

• 600,000 swim visits 
• 1.2M TOTAL visits (includes meeting rooms, gyms and spectators, does not include FH) 
• 192,000 dry visits (fitness, multi-purpose use) 
• 396,000 spectator visits (watching only – swim lessons, events) 

6. Financial 
• Capital – Optimized New Build 

• Total Project Costs: $173M 
o 15% premium included to align with Energy & Sustainability Framework 
o Escalation included based on 2024 construction start 

• Construction costs: $156.5M 
• Design Fees: $12.4M 
• Furniture, Fixtures and Equipment, Misc.: $3.4M 

7. Economic Impact 
- Economic impact during construction is expected $235M 

• During operations it is estimated to be $10.5 
• We will have all of the details in our upcoming report 

8. Schedule 
 
Design: 18 months for design  
Procurement: 4 months procurement time  
Construction: 2 years 
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9. Engagement 
• Public Coded Survey – Nov 2021 - 2481 responses 
• Public Open Survey - 1400 responses 
• CAC members 

- Marj Walton – Swim Sask 
- Taya Amundson – Sask Artistic Swimming 
- Andrew Mitchell – Dive Saskatchewan 
- Dave Boan – Regina Water Polo 
- Rob Nelson – Regina Multi-Sport 
- Lisa Robertson – U of R 
- Sandra Jackle – REAL District 
- Chelsea Galloway – Economic Development Regina 
- Melissa Lerat – RTSIS 
- Dylan Morin – Accessibility Advisory Committee 
- Morris Eagles – North Central Community Association 
- Kathy Rodger – Age Friendly Regina 
- Lance Dudar – The Regina Intersectoral Partnership (TRIP) 
- Jennifer Roset – YMCA 

• Over 45 other community organizations engaged 
 
 

 
 

10. Sustainability 
• The plan is for the IAF to align with the ESF and be net zero energy ready (NZER). 

2. NZER is a highly energy-efficient building that minimizes energy use such that on-
site or community renewables or energy from a clean grid can be used to reach 
net-zero energy. 
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Land 
The City of Regina acknowledges we are on the traditional lands of the Treaty 4 Territory, a Treaty signed with 35 First Nations across Southern 
Saskatchewan and parts of Alberta and Manitoba, and the original lands of the Cree, Salteaux, Dakota, Nakota, Lakota and the homeland of the Metis 
nation.

The City of Regina owes its strength and vibrancy to these lands and the diverse Indigenous Peoples whose ancestors’ footsteps have marked this 
territory as well as settlers from around the world who continue to be welcomed here and call Regina home.

Advisory Committees
The following Feasibility Study could not have been completed without the commitment and dedication of the New Indoor Aquatics Facility Community 
Advisory Committee, City Council and Administration and the multi-disciplinary consulting team.  
 
Community & Stakeholders
It is also important to recognize the residents, stakeholder groups, potential partners and various other stakeholders who took time to share their 
feedback and insights related to recreation facilities and indoor aquatics through surveys, interviews and meetings throughout the planning process.  
Community input is integral to recreation facility planning. 

The Feasibility Study Team
This feasibility study has been prepared in collaboration with the City of Regina project team, hcma Architecture + Design, P3A, and RC Strategies. 
Every effort has been made to address the comments received by the general public & stakeholder groups in preparing the content of this package.

hcma designs buildings, brands, and 
experiences that maximize positive impact.
They believe human connections are critical to 
solving the fundamental problems of our time, 
creating solutions that ignite conversation and 
build compassionate communities. hcma 
projects are the result of several decades of 
iterative exploration of aquatic building types, 
with each successive design informed by the 
public experience of those that preceded them. 
As Aquatics and Community Recreation Design 
Specialists, recognized internationally, hcma’s 
knowledge and technical experience with 
recreation centres, pools, public buildings, and 
universal accessibility will assist with defining 
this project’s goals, developing a well-aligned 
functional programme, and designing a 
leading-edge facility that reflects the City of 
Regina’s unique values, needs, and aspirations. 
hcma will lead all phases of work for
this new facility.

New Indoor Aquatics Facility
Feasibility Study 
City of Regina 
Issued: 
June 23, 2022 

P3A has planted deep roots in Saskatchewan 
over their 65+ years, and they are committed to 
innovative design that makes a meaningful 
difference to people, the community, the 
environment, and the practice of architecture. 
The firm will provide on ground support to the 
project and as an immediate resource and 
interface for the City of Regina. P3A’s core team 
combines world-class experience and technical 
skill with tremendous local knowledge and 
horsepower. P3A will participate in all phases of 
the project and will assist with the coordination 
of the expansive sub-consultant team. The core 
architectural local team brings a combination of 
experience on large, complex projects, 
experience with the City of Regina projects, 
processes, engagement acumen, and 
experience with the City and hcma in developing 
aquatics facilities.

RC Strategies is one of a select few 
professional consulting practices in Canada that 
specializes entirely in recreation, parks, trails 
and culture planning and policy development. 
Their knowledge gained in creating the 2019 
Recreation Masterplan makes them critical 
advisors of the core team which provides a 
unique advantage in carrying out key 
deliverables including: engaging internal and 
external stakeholders alongside hcma, data 
collection on program and public needs, Cost 
benefit analysis, development of aquatic 
program, research and life cycle costing. Their 
involvement as the project moves forward will 
transition to an advisory role for items as 
required.
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Regina’s New Indoor Aquatics 
Facility is an inclusive, accessible 
and sustainable community hub 
and destination facility; that 
creates vibrancy & improves quality 
of life for the residents, future 
generations & visitors of Regina.

Executive Summary
E.1  Introduction & Background
E.2 Input
E.3 Output
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2.0  Engagement Summary

Public engagement helps 
ensure multiple voices are 
heard.

2.1 Background
2.2 Public Engagement
2.3 City Led Engagement
2.4 City Staff & IAFCAC Visioning Sessions
2.5 Tactic Consideration & Conclusions

2.1 Background 

Gathering the perspectives of the public, user groups, community organizations, and 
other stakeholders is integral to understanding the importance of and need for a 
public investment in recreation facilities.  This is especially important for investment 
in indoor aquatics facilities as these types of facilities accommodate a variety of 
activities, including but not limited to competitive and programmed uses, recreation 
and leisure swimming, fitness, therapeutic purposes and more.  Each person and 
organization in the community has a slightly different perspective on an indoor 
aquatics facility, particularly as it relates to its ability to meet their needs across the 
varied types of aquatic activities. 

To understand these varying perspectives, a detailed and robust program of 
engagement was developed and implemented. The engagement activities gathered 
information from diverse audiences; this information served as an important input 
into the planning for a new indoor aquatics facility. Through the engagement 
activities information was gathered related to current levels of service, desired 
amenities and uses, willingness to travel and pay, and other values related to the 
City’s investment in aquatics.  
 
In addition to the program of public engagement described previously, a New Indoor 
Aquatics Facility Community Advisory Committee (IAFCAC) was formed. The 
IAFCAC includes representatives from many different aquatic interests as well as 
broader community champions and leaders; it has influenced the planning process 
significantly through various meetings and interactions with the project team. The 
formation of the IAFCAC is an important step to ensuring ongoing public and 
stakeholder involvement in the development of this Feasibility Study.  

What was asked of the 
Community Advisory Committee 
 
As part of the engagement 
process, to facilitate and outline 
the project parameters, to compile 
the necessary information needed 
for the project team to make 
informed decisions, the IAFCAC 
was engaged to gather advisement 
from representatives of sports and 
community groups who bring 
specialized expertise and can be 
advocates in their respective 
communities. 

The IAFCAC was asked to support 
the broader consultation process, 
based on consensus, with inde-
pendence & respect in:  

• Acting as an advocate for the 
project 

• Providing key perspective on: 
community needs, financial 
impact, timing, options, other 
project considerations.
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3.0  Aquatic Trends +
  Best Practices

“Swimmers have been found 
to be more socially 
connected, have higher 
levels of community trust & 
volunteer more.”
                                                 - Swim England 2021

3.1 Trends Influencing Recreation
3.2 Recreation, Rehabilitation and Therapy
3.3 Innovative Programming Occurring in Aquatic Facilities
3.4 Precedents Studies
 3.4.1 Windsor International Aquatic & Training Centre
 3.4.2 H2O Adventure & Fitness Centre
 3.4.3 The Shaw Centre
 3.4.4 Toronto Pan Am Sports Centre
 3.4.5 Grandview Heights Aquatic Centre
 3.4.6 təməsew̓txʷ Aquatic and Community Centre
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“Every choice we make as 
designers determines who can 
use an environment or product. 
The mismatches that we create 
in the process are the building 
blocks of exclusion.”
           - Kat Holmes 
              UX Designer & Author

4.0  Accessibility + Inclusion   
  Best Practices
4.1 Inclusion and Accessibility
4.2 Reconciliation

4.1 Inclusion and Accessibility 

• Accessibility means looking at a facility holistically from the moment a potential user considers going to a facility to their 
experience arriving at and entering the facility, to how change rooms are configured, and finally, getting into the pool itself. 
There are numerous guidelines available that provide direction on how to design spaces to be universally accessible and 
municipalities are increasingly requiring universal accessibility as standard practice.  

• Ensuring inclusion and accessibility, physical, financial, and social needs of all individuals, including those with physical and 
cognitive disabilities, those experiencing social and/or cultural barriers, and those from all socioeconomic backgrounds.  

• Strategies for reducing barriers to participating in aquatic programs include allowing caregivers or support workers free 
access to facilities, providing ‘quiet’ times in the pool for those with sensory sensitivities, providing training to staff on how to 
assist swimmers with special needs, offering ‘free’ days, and so forth. 
 

• Inclusion is the conscious practice of actively engaging people of different backgrounds in a way that everyone feels 
respected, heard, encouraged, and valued. Inclusion involves bringing people together to share experiences and to build a 
shared understanding of different perspectives. Strategies for promoting inclusion include incorporating multiple languages 
into facility signage and written materials, providing culturally sensitive programming such as women only times for women 
practicing Islam or LGBTQ+ dedicated swim times, and even designing admission counters to be offset from main entries to 
create a more open and inviting first impression.  

• Specific efforts should be made through design and programming to address social isolation and challenges faced by 
vulnerable populations such as seniors, those with disabilities, those experiencing homelessness, newcomers, and 
Indigenous communities. 

Inclusion and accessibility are critical priorities for the City of Regina and 
many policies and plans reflect the importance of providing programs, 
spaces, and opportunities that are accessible for everyone. 
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Chart 1: Expected emissions cost of natural gas and electricity in Saskatchewan, accounting for electrical grid transition from 2023-2050.

5.6 Embodied Carbon

Embodied emissions in buildings represent significant contributions to their full carbon impact. Most of the embodied carbon 
emitted from a building occurs before it is occupied, generated from the extraction, manufacturing and transportation of 
materials used to construct it. Also referred to as upfront carbon, it represents emissions we can only address before a project is 
built. This is especially significant as we try to eliminate emissions in the near term, to improve our chances of mitigating the 
impacts of significant climate change in the long term. 

The materials contributing most to embodied carbon profiles of buildings are the heaviest, typically structural materials. Impact 
varies by project context and location, so evaluating a range of structural and other material options early in the design process 
can significantly reduce the impact of upfront carbon.  

We know from industry analysis and many Life Cycle Assessments on similar buildings, that a comprehensive effort to address 
the embodied emissions of new construction in the early design stages can reduce embodied emissions significantly. We 
recommend an aggressive but realistic target of 20% reduction of CO2e from baseline, by replacing structural concrete systems 
with lighter materials such as wood and specifying low carbon concrete for foundations and other strategic uses. Further 
reductions can be realized by assessing envelope systems, glass, and insulation.

In the case of the two options evaluated for the New Indoor Aquatic Facility, while no detailed life cycle assessment has been 
done, we expect the impact to be relatively similar for both the new construction and renovation options, simply because so 
much of the existing building components would require replacement in the renovation scenario. Any small, embodied carbon 
benefit that might be realized in the renovation scenario, the limitations on program and operational efficiency may, in the 
long-term, diminish these benefits. If the space is not optimal operationally due to re-use constraints and a new addition or new 
facility is needed sooner than anticipated to address program limitations, more upfront carbon emissions will be generated, and 
the relatively small benefit of material reuse lost. 

**This example illustrates the cost of emissions pricing for electricity using an air-source heat pump system (ASHP) and natural gas-based system, using energy demand data from a similar 
recreation and aquatic centre. Grid emissions factors for Saskatchewan were applied using NRCAN data available to 2035. Beyond 2035 we applied applicable emissions factors using 
representative provincial grid data from other provinces.

Green building rating systems are useful tools to advance project performance goals. Rating systems such as LEED and Passive 
House are often associated with sustainable design outcomes, and how successful a project may be relative to a perceived or 
desired threshold of performance. While rating systems offer many benefits, the main value is a framework for accountability. 
Formal, third party verified rating systems, ensure performance, and keep stakeholders accountable from project start to finish. 

Rating systems are most effective if used as tools and methods to advance a project’s vision rather than to set or define the 
vision. Successful projects set aggressive performance goals and targets, then apply the assessment methods, tools, and 
process within rating systems to advance them strategically. Many aquatics centres across Canada are pursuing one or more of 
these rating systems to track performance, verify outcomes and benefit from recognition. Another key consideration should be 
grant and funding opportunities, many of which are tied to green building rating systems to demonstrate greenhouse gas 
emissions reduction, energy efficiency, high quality accessible and inclusive design. 

Rating systems offer a range of tools and methods; many address only one impact category such as Passive House and the Zero 
Carbon Building Program (ZCB), others are more comprehensive such as LEED. Passive House offers strong process, methods, 
and tools to guide design toward very low energy, highly comfortable, durable buildings, but does not address location impacts, 
site conditions, ecological systems, accessibility, or health. LEED offers more comprehensive approach but is less focused with 
more options, and stepped thresholds for evaluating performance. 

Relative to the cost of implementation and certification, rating systems offer exceptional value. As code requirements become 
more stringent and local commitments to performance more aggressive, the cost gap to meet and exceed the minimum 
requirements of voluntary rating systems closes. Saskatchewan’s minimum energy code and Regina’s climate commitments are 
already aligned with strong performance against the most applicable voluntary rating systems including ZCB, LEED, and RHFAC, 
meaning the cost impact of pursuing them are likely to be relatively insignificant for the benefit gained. 

For planning purposes only, capital costs ranges for pursing select rating systems are provided here. Note that actual costs vary 
by location, market, typology, and performance level.

Rating system Additional Capital 
cost to pursue

Passive House ~ 10%

LEED ~ 0-5% 

RHFAC 0-1%

ZCB <1%       

5.7 Building Rating Systems

Capital cost ranges to pursue 
select rating systems

The feasibility study anticipates a combination of approaches for the new indoor aquatics facility to align
with the City's Energy and Sustainability framework requiring an estimated cost premium of 15%.
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5.8 Grants and Funding for high performance buildings

The evolving regulatory context to manage and reduce emissions is supported by a range of funding and grants to encourage 
low energy and low carbon buildings and infrastructure. The Pan Canadian Framework commits funding from the federal 
government in support, and the 2022 federal budget included $2.2 billion over seven years starting in 2022-23 to expand the 
Low Carbon Community Fund. One hundred million dollars of that allocation is set aside to support green building. Accessing 
these funds typically requires consideration of future climate conditions, demonstrated reduction of greenhouse gas emissions 
and aggressive energy reductions, along with leading inclusive and accessible design strategies, determined through 
engagement with community members and local Indigenous groups.  

We recommend identifying funding sources early, and aligning design process, performance targets, and rating systems 
accordingly. Select grant funding and financing opportunities that support reduction in greenhouse gas emissions and energy 
currently available or anticipated to reopen in the coming months include but are not limited to:

Green and Inclusive Community Buildings Program: 
This incentive program supports projects that reduce greenhouse gas emissions, conduct climate risk assessments, and focus 
on inclusive and accessible design. The Canada Green Building Council’s Zero Carbon Buildings design certification is required 
for successful projects. This program is anticipated to re-open in the coming months. 

Federation of Canadian Municipalities (FCM): 
FCM has various grants and loan programs that support reducing energy consumption and greenhouse gas emissions.

Anticipated federal funding: 
In March 2022, the federal government announced the 2030 Emissions Reduction Plan, which creates a roadmap to achieving 
net zero emissions by 2050. The plan includes anticipated funding for existing building retrofits and high-performance new 
construction projects that significantly reduce greenhouse gas emissions and energy use.

5.9 Recommendations

Cities must transform in response to climate change; doing so successfully demands new infrastructure be future focused.  
Regina’s Energy and Sustainability Framework sets out ambitious goals and strategies including clean heating, net zero in new 
construction, and a commitment to renewable energy generation. Responding to imperatives will require new thinking and new 
methods to deliver new community infrastructure. Below are the recommendations we have for the City of Regina’s New Indoor 
Aquatics Facility: 

Design for the Future
 
• Conduct a climate risk assessment early in Schematic Design to identify anticipated shocks and stresses. Anticipated 

resilience considerations include planning for use as a cooling centre during extreme heat, optimized air filtration systems 
including minimum MERV 13 on outdoor and recirculated air to manage forest fire smoke events, and water re-use strategies 
to serve landscape irrigation in the driest months, to support the cooling effects of healthy vegetation around the building.  

• Evaluate design strategies against acute and chronic climate stressors, in the short, medium, and long term. 
• Require energy modelling to account for future climate conditions of 2050 and 2080. 
• Consider community needs during acute climate events such as extreme heat/cold/smoke, including multiple, overlapping 

conditions, such as Covid-19, a smoke event and extreme heat. 
• Evaluate cost over the short, medium and long term, considering the value of investment over the life of the building, 

community benefit. Require life cycle costing to account for results of predictive energy and emissions modelling, future 
energy costs and pricing. 

• Go beyond the code (Supports Big Move #2): Saskatchewan has adopted and enforced the National Energy Code for 
Buildings (NECB) 2017 and we recommend exceeding this code by at least 25%. This will support a grant application to the 
Green and Inclusive Community Buildings program once it reopens and pursuit of the Zero Carbon Building Standard. 
Depending on timing, the new NECB 2020 may be enforced by the time of building permit. Exceeding the current code will 
likely facilitate meeting a new energy code. 

• Require an all-electric system (Supports Big Move #3): Grid de-carbonization is expected to reach a point where 
electrification is economically beneficial when considering emissions pricing (<10 years). Additionally, mechanical equipment 
that is available to the market today will continue to change as emissions standards from the Pan-Canadian Framework are 
enforced, potentially limiting availability of fossil fuel-based systems in the future. We recommend a heat pump-based 
system for this project.

Set Performance Targets

• Set aggressive but attainable performance targets for Thermal Energy Demand Intensity (TEDI), Total Energy Use Intensity 
(TEUI), Greenhouse Gas Intensity (GHGI) and air tightness (and require reporting on them at major design milestones. Set 
an air tightness target by the end of Schematic Design. 

• Require water reuse. Aquatic infrastructure has high and constant potable water use. Reusing water from both process and 
fixtures can eliminate significant demand for irrigation and toilet flushing, as well as offer heat recovery opportunities.

• Set aggressive but attainable performance targets for all impact categories per the City of Regina Aquatics Framework 
including Ecosystems, Watershed + Site, Water Conservation, Energy Efficiency and GHG reduction, Climate Resilience, 
Sustainable Materials, Solid Waste, Food. Align the requirements with a verification strategy. 

• Verify performance with Green Building Certification (Supports Big Move #2): Purse the Zero Carbon Building Standard 
- Design certification at a minimum, along with LEED and RHFAC to maximize the benefit of third-party verification and 
opportunities to align with grant and funding opportunities. 

Passive First

• Apply a passive first approach for design decision-making (Supports Big Move #2): Optimize the architecture for best 
performance (orientation, window-wall ratio, shading, heat gain, natural ventilation) to minimize the intensity of active 
systems to meet energy demands and manage comfort. 

• Maximize and optimize use of available natural resources. Use building performance analysis direct design strategies. For 
example, model the impact of solar heat gain to optimize the benefit and manage comfort. Understand the potential to 
benefit from solar exposure throughout the year to optimize the benefit of on-site renewable energy generation through PV 
or solar thermal systems. 

Optimize active systems

• Use a heat-pump based system and eliminate fossil fuels completely, if possible.
• Install on-site renewable energy generation (Supports Big Move #4): Regina has some of the best solar photovoltaic 

potential in Canada and we recommend investigating a solar-PV integrated roof or parking structure system or a solar-ready 
system for both the roof and parking. 

• Consider InBlue pool filtration technology (Supports Big move #2): InBlue pool filtration is relatively new to North America 
(used at the City of New Westminster’s təməsew̓txʷAquatic and Community Centre). InBlue uses regenerative media pool 
filters, which have a lower water consumption than traditional filtration system. Lower water consumption means less energy 
is needed to heat the pool. 
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11.4 Economic Impact 

Economic impact is also important to consider when contemplating investment in a public recreation centre.  The following 
summarizes the expected economic impact of this project during construction, normal operation and special events.  
Detailed analysis can be found in Appendix C

Impact through Construction 

Based on the capital cost of approximately $146 million. 
• Total economic output associated (direct, indirect, induced): $235,758,983
• Total GDP generated (direct, indirect, induced): $115,321,660
• Total employment created (direct, indirect, induced in FTEs): 886
These expenses will be incurred by the City of Regina over a multi-year period.
 

Impact through Operations
Annual operating projections for the new indoor aquatics facility were developed based on staff input on estimated 
revenues, expenses on salaries and benefits, and other annual operating expenses such as maintenance, utilities, and so 
forth. Inputs for this analysis are derived from the Operational Budget Forecasts report 

• Total economic output: $10,633,346
• Total GDP   $2,282,322
• Total Employment (FTEs) 99 

Impact through Event hosting

Sports tourism and event hosting is an important dimension of Canada’s tourism economy overall. Unlike more traditional 
forms of tourism, sports tourism is equally driven by domestic and inter-provincial and therefore is more resilient to 
disruptions such as pandemics and other unforeseen events. Sport Tourism Canada estimates that sport tourism 
contributed $7.4 billion to the Canadian economy in 2019,
If on an average year the City were to host 6 regional events, 2 provincial events, and 2 national or international events, the 
total economic impact generated by the facility is estimated to be $3,174,370 which is broken down to:

• $121,818 for 6 regional events
• $331,402 for 2 provincial events
• $2,721,150 for 2 national / international events

While not all of this economic activity generated by event hosting would go directly to the City to support facility revenues, 
it can be assumed that at least some of this activity will help to support facility operations through spending on 
admissions, tickets, rentals, food, and other goods and services.

12.0 Partnerships 
Partnerships are becoming more and more common during the development and operations of public recreation facilities.  
Partners can include user groups, non-profit or private sector facility operators, sponsors, post-secondary institutions or even 
other regional municipalities. 

In order to understand the level of partnership interest in the New Indoor Aquatic Facility project, the City administered an 
partnership Expression of Interest (EOI) process.  This entailed the creation and posting of a formal Expression of Interest 
package that outlined information about the project and some ideas related to potential partnerships the City might entertain.  
Groups or organizations interested in partnering were encouraged to respond to the EOI with details about their partnership 
proposal. 

It was important for the City to under take a formal EOI process as it was a transparent and fair opportunity for any group to 
respond to.   

Although partnership may materialize during future phases of the project, none of the proposals received have a significant 
impact on the program or concept design at this feasibility stage of planning. 

Sponsorship is also very commonplace in recreation facilities in Canada.  Naming rights for different amenities within a facility, or 
even for the overall facility, enable sponsors to get desired brand recognition and exposure, and demonstrate commitment to the 
community while helping recover capital or operating costs of a facility.  A more formal sponsorship campaign will when the 
project progresses to the next stages of design and gets closer to taking physical form.








































































